
BOOT CAMP 1071 

Chapter 1071: Really Need Her To Join 

The body among the bushes twitched a few times and stopped moving. The scout kept his rifle. His gaze 

was cold and sharp. He turned and said to Ye Jian, “If you need to continue moving forward, you might 

have to change your route or wait on the spot for a moment. We have some deployments in front.” 

If she changed her route, she would need to make a long detour. If she rested on the spot, it would be a 

waste of time too. No matter what she chooses, it wasn’t the option in her heart. She pondered for a 

moment before asking, “I need to reach the Laos borders. This route has already been planned a long 

time ago. I need to reach my destination within an allocated time.” 

“Can you contact Leader Liu and ask if I can pass through the area where you have placed your 

soldiers?” 

At this moment, the scout’s gaze landed on the QBU-88 on Ye Jian’s hand. His eyes shimmered slightly. 

A sniper. This female soldier in front of him was actually a sniper? They had two snipers assigned to 

them but after a series of observations, they felt that it was better for their unit to have one more 

sniper. If... this female soldier agreed, that wouldn’t work too. The command center had to agree too. 

 

The scout shook his head and said, “I can’t answer you. If you need to walk through our territory, you 

can discuss it with Leader Liu. Can you give me your number and your name? They might have to verify 

your identity.” 

Finding Leader Liu to talk was a good solution. Ye Jian gave her name to the scout without any 

hesitation. “You can contact my regimental commander directly. You can confirm my identity using my 

name. As for my number, I’m really sorry, it’s not convenient for me to say it.” 

She didn’t have a number. She could only use her name as her verification. 

Every soldier has their own number. It was like their identification number. It was unique to everyone 

and there wouldn’t be any repeats. The scout didn’t probe further. 

They cleared up the scene and immediately started moving. 

After walking for less than five kilometers, the scout asked Ye Jian to hide and wait for him here. He 

needed to leave to invite Leader Liu over. 

Although there was nothing wrong with Ye Jian’s identity, just to be safe, the scout didn’t bring her to 

the command center. Instead, he brought her to the garrison... to prevent any accidents from 

happening. 

Ye Jian felt multiple gazes landing on her. She didn’t find it weird. During their mission, they needed to 

remain vigilant. 

 



“The comrade that helped us yesterday is... a female soldier?” Leader Liu was a little shocked. “Have you 

confirmed her identity?” 

It was a female soldier? A female soldier doing outdoor training alone? He had never heard of a female 

soldier doing outdoor training alone in such a dangerous place! 

The scout nodded. “Yes, I have confirmed her identity. There’s nothing wrong with it. Now, she’s waiting 

for you at the garrison. She needs to complete her outdoor mission within an allocated time.” After he 

finished speaking, his eyes lit up and he whispered, “Also, I have a piece of good news. She’s a sniper.” 

“Sniper? A ready-made sniper?” Leader Liu’s eyes shimmered. 

“She’s using a QBU-88. It’s a rare gun! Leader Liu, shall we have a chat with her?” 

Leader Liu’s eyes were glowing but he suppressed his excitement at this sudden gain. He said in a low 

voice, “We need to contact the regiment. The regiment has to agree before we can do anything. Also, 

we need to ask the regiment to confirm her identity. It’s better to be careful.” 

They lacked one sniper and one sniper immediately appeared... This was too much of a coincidence. 

“Ye Jian? Are you sure that the female soldier’s name is called Ye Jian?” The voice from the radio 

sounded even more astounded than Leader Liu. He continued asking, “She has fair skin and her physical 

skills and shooting skills are not bad. Her features are easily recognizable too, right?” 

Chapter 1072: God-like Existence 

Leader Liu felt at ease. He was really unsure when he didn’t have Ye Jian’s name. Now, when he heard 

Commander Xu’s tone, he felt that Commander Xu knew this female soldier. He saw hope instantly. 

“If it’s the Ye Jian I know, you must keep her there!” Commander Xu Yu spoke quickly and calmly. “I will 

confirm her identity with her regiment. Two minutes later, I will give you a reply. Keep her there!” 

Ye Jian, the sixth team actually met Ye Jian... The person who fought together with him in Australia and 

shot Red Scorpion to death from the air vent. If it was her, the sixth team must keep her there. 

 

Three minutes later, Ye Jian saw Leader Liu walking over while wearing a ghillie suit. Leader Liu saw the 

young female soldier wearing a forest camouflage uniform. He remembered Commander Xu’s reminder 

so he walked over with respect and saluted Ye Jian. 

A Special Forces female soldier! A God-like existence! She was even more powerful than male soldiers! 

He must treat her with respect! 

Not only did he respect her with his actions, but his tone was also filled with respect too. He reported 

the number of his military unit and then gave a simple introduction for himself. Then, he said, 

“Commander Xu said that I must persuade you to stay. Also, with your addition to our team, our mission 

will go more smoothly!” 

Who? Commander Xu? In her memory, she didn’t remember any soldier with the surname ‘Xu’. 



“The connection hasn’t ended. If you have any questions, you can seek confirmation with Commander 

Xu.” Leader Liu really hoped that Ye Jian would agree immediately. They purposely released Brother 

Hong because they wanted to hook a big fish. They wanted to wipe out Brother Hong’s entire drug 

factory. Before they came out, the unit had made a thorough plan based on the information they had. 

Just like what they expected, they managed to find the big fish. However, they didn’t expect it to be so 

big! 

Three high sentry posts meant that they needed three snipers. With Ye Jian, everything was just right! 

 

Ye Jian felt a little embarrassed when she saw Leader Liu taking it so seriously. She replied in a hurry, “I 

will call Commander Xu first. I’m sorry, I can’t remember who Commander Xu is at the moment.” 

“Of course. No problem!” Leader Liu quickly led the way when he heard that she didn’t reject him 

immediately. 

When Ye Jian heard Commander Xu’s voice, she remembered who he was within three seconds. 

“After I came back, I didn’t have any chance to cooperate with you. I didn’t expect an opportunity to 

appear a few years later.” After so many years, Xu Yu had already become the commander of the border 

defense division. Ye Jian’s voice changed a little but it was still compatible with the voice in his memory. 

Ye Jian smiled too. “I was wondering when I knew a Commander Xu. I didn’t expect you to be an old 

friend.” 

After a few greetings, they started talking about serious affairs. Xu Yu said, “After Red Scorpion from 

Vietnam was killed, the drug production factories in Laos started developing and expanding instantly. 

Brother Hong, whom we are chasing, has been dominating the Mekong River for two years. We have 

been watching him for two years too...” 

He summarized the current situation for Ye Jian and then told her the problem. “We have three high 

sentry posts but only two snipers. There’s one high sentry post that is empty. To ensure the success of 

this mission, I will like you to be in charge of a high sentry post.” 

“Just now, I called your regimental commander. He said that you can make your own decision. The 

military unit won’t interfere with your decision. What do you think?” 

Chapter 1073: Another Old Friend 

As Xu Yu discussed with Ye Jian, Commander Liu was speaking with Commissar Yan. “I don’t know if I 

should say that Jian is lucky or unlucky. Old Chen brought her out for outdoor training but she chanced 

upon the border guards’ big mission.” 

“Two snipers weren’t even enough. They needed three! This isn’t a normal big mission.” 

“I feel that this real combat experience might be useful in the future when Jian enters the military. She 

isn’t part of the military yet but she already has many merits. Next year, she will be having her university 

entrance examination. It will be an important time for her. Gaining more military exploits will benefit 

her.” 



 

Since she had decided to choose the military path, she needed to be worthy of the military uniform she 

was wearing. After she wore it, fear and cowering became a thing of the past. When she met dangers, 

she would face them fearlessly! 

Commander Liu nodded. Then, she sighed. “Eighteen years old. Many of the recruits this year are 

eighteen years old. Compared to them, Jian is already much further ahead. Some of these eighteen-

year-old recruits might not even have Jian’s achievements when they retire.” 

“Hahaha, Old Liu, I realize that as Ye Jian’s university entrance examination gets nearer, you are starting 

to get more worried.” Commissar Yan laughed heartily when he heard this old friend sighing. “Jian won’t 

have any problems with her university entrance examination. Her mentality is amazing and her physique 

is great. Even if she falls sick on that day, she will be able to handle it.” 

He seemed to be teasing Commander Liu. Commander Liu pretended to be angry. “Stop mentioning 

these small matters. Back then, I fell into the water and got sick because of that. My mentality isn’t 

weak.” 

As he spoke, he couldn’t help but smile. “Jian is definitely stronger than my younger self. I have high 

hopes for her. I’m afraid that she might have already agreed. It’s hard to have real combat experience. 

This is a good thing for Ye Jian.” 

“Using the sniper rifle in her hand to protect the border guards is a good deed too. A gun is used to 

protect the country and protect your comrades’ life. Fate can’t be changed. It can’t be changed.” 

 

A gun is used to protect the country and protect your comrades’ life. Ye Jian understood this idea on the 

first day of her Four-Year Plan. After multiple real missions, she had a deeper understanding of it. 

She looked at the entire arrangement and understood the information received by the scouts. Ye Jian’s 

expression turned serious. “Their firepower is strong. They might have heavy weapons. Let’s send a 

team to understand the situation in the village first. It’s better to find out more.” 

They were going to charge into their enemy’s nest soon. It was better to know how many firearms they 

had. 

Leader Liu tapped on the map with his finger. “There’s a machine gun here. Before we start the battle, 

we will send a team to get rid of this first.” 

After Ye Jian agreed, Leader Liu felt more confident. A sniper was different from a normal soldier. A 

sniper’s hand was like the diamond of the military unit. The moment she appears, she would be able to 

take care of the powerful firepower, the high sentry spot, and their target. 

The soldiers charging in front would feel more at ease when they know that a sniper is protecting them 

secretly. It was like wearing an additional layer of a bulletproof vest. 

“We’ll be in charge of the front. The Laos police will be in charge of the back. We will surround them. 

You will go to the sentry spot in the South. After you finish, you can continue on your route immediately. 



There’s no need to take a detour. We have favorable geographical positions and the best people. Now, 

we just need to find the right time.” 

Leader Liu tried his best to be considerate towards Ye Jian. After all, she was in the middle of her 

training and was pulled into their mission suddenly. He mustn’t make things troublesome for her. 

Chapter 1074: Good Job, Ye Jian! 

The right time he meant was heavy rain! They would use the heavy rain to shield their actions. 

Ye Jian nodded. “I have no problems. I will listen to the arrangements for the team.” 

All the sentries were at the top. Brother Hong was guarding against the border guards from China. 

Very soon, the news that the high sentry point in the south had been settled spread to the other teams 

in the mountain. Since the most important problem was solved, everyone waited for the signal to start 

their attack. 

It was indeed necessary for there to be three snipers on their side. If their enemies had machine guns... 

Ye Jian, who was rushing towards the sentry post in the south, pursed her lips slightly. She was afraid 

that there would be casualties. 

Once she came to the south, Ye Jian finally understood why Xia Jinyuan said that from the north to the 

south, if you didn’t observe the village, you wouldn’t know that people were living inside. 

 

After she found a few observation points, Ye Jian looked through the densely cluttered leaves and finally 

saw a village at the bottom of the mountain. 

The buildings were classic Laos rural houses. The roofs were triangular and the walls were made from 

woods or thick bamboo slits. From her viewpoint, she could see as many as five houses! 

However, since the Laos police were here, they didn’t need to worry about the back. 

Time passed slowly. Ye Jian had found the best sniping position and had been concealing herself for two 

hours. The effective shooting range of the QBU-88 sniper rifle was 800 meters. Within a thousand 

meters, it was still able to penetrate a 3 mm thick A3 steel plate. With Ye Jian’s ability, she was definitely 

able to choose between 800 meters and 1000 meters. 

However, she didn’t. She chose the 500 meters shooting range. Once the firepower got too strong 

below, she would be able to reinforce the border guards faster as she was closer by at least 300 meters. 

The high-accuracy QBU-88 sniper rifle in Ye Jian’s hand was the weapon she would use to protect her 

comrades. The time of the mission got closer and closer. Ye Jian kept her eye close to the scope and 

waited for the mission to start. 

The forest was very quiet. No birds flew past and no beasts ran away in fright. Ye Jian disguised herself 

perfectly. She was able to see the three guards walking back and forth on their sentry post. They would 

raise their binoculars and observe the forest occasionally. 

They were observing China’s boundary! 



The rain started falling. Within half an hour, it started pouring. In the heavy rain, Ye Jian slowly locked 

her aim. As the rain splattered on the leaves and made loud sounds, Ye Jian fired her first shot. 

 

“Bang!” 

The gunshot sounded exceptionally soft amidst the sound of the rain. She fired her first shot, changed 

the chamber, and the cartridge jumped out. 

Then, she fired the second shot and finished her third shot perfectly. The guard reacted quickly but he 

was still a step behind Ye Jian. He got shot in the head. 

The rain was too big. The sound of the sniper rifle was covered up by the sound of the rain. When Ye 

Jian fired her fourth shot at a sharp wooden structure on top of the sentry post, the border guards 

hiding near the north sentry post rushed into the rain. 

“The guards in the north have been terminated. The guards in the north have been terminated.” The 

signaller immediately reported their situation so that soldiers from the three directions could coordinate 

with one another. 

Leader Liu and the other teams received the news too. They were flabbergasted. This was too fast! 

“Group B, what’s the situation? Group C, what’s the situation? Group A has already settled the guards. 

Group A has already settled the guards.” 

“Sniped two, sniped two.” 

News from groups B and C came quickly. The other two guards were killed too. The Laos police received 

the news from China and rushed into the village too. 

Ye Jian didn’t leave immediately. She walked closer to the village directly. Captain Xia said that it was 

hard to have any real combat experience. If she meets any opportunities, she must grab them tightly. 

Chapter 1075: Fearless Performance 

The people living in the village weren’t villagers. They were all Brother Hong’s drugmakers. The real 

villagers were given a huge amount of money to move out of the village. This was also the reason why 

the police from Laos and China didn’t find Brother Hong’s drug-making venue. 

The rain outside was huge. The raindrops slapped on the leaves until their heads dropped. A layer of 

leaves had fallen on the ground because of the rain. 

Ye Jian jumped over a trench and entered the village secretly. 

The fight started. The machine guns in the village fired rounds and rounds of bullets. They used the 

power of their firearms to stop the Chinese military police from moving forward. There wasn’t just one 

machine gun. Three village houses formed a triangle. The house in the middle had a machine gun in it. 

The firepower was so strong it forced the Laos and China police to hide temporarily. 



When the Chinese police sent a team to destroy one of the machine guns, Ye Jian bent her waist and 

tangled the silver wire around the person that was guarding the machine gun. She pulled backward 

forcefully and dragged her target out of the window. 

Her military dagger was already waiting for her enemy. She slit her opponent’s neck. When the blood 

splattered everywhere, Ye Jian jumped into the house and used her silver wire to hook the person using 

the machine gun. She pulled him back and with a leap, she used the bloodstained military dagger to kill 

him. 

 

This time, the machine guns weren’t aimed at the front. Instead, it fired towards the side and shot the 

wooden walls of the house furiously. 

The enemies in the house didn’t expect to be ambushed from the back. They turned into sieves as they 

got hit by the bullets. Before they could scream in pain, they were dead. 

Two machine guns were taken care of. The progress of the Chinese police seemed exceptionally smooth. 

They knew that there were machine guns in the village so they didn’t expose themselves right at the 

start. Some people were injured but there weren’t any casualties. 

Ye Jian didn’t have any communication devices so she wasn’t able to inform the Chinese police 

immediately. After finishing the enemies here, she quickly went to the other location of the machine 

gun. 

Coincidentally, the advance party had arrived at the location too. An armed police officer appeared on 

the left side of the house. Ye Jian appeared at the right. When they saw each other, their first reaction 

was to rush towards the window. 

An ally... 

One action was enough to break the tense atmosphere. It was an ally. That was good! 

“There are two machine guns. They are both facing Laos. Four comrades have come to reinforce them!” 

After taking care of one machine gun location, the young officer laid in the rainwater and panted 

heavily. “Brother, you guard this place. I’ll go and reinforce our brothers.” 

Ye Jian nodded. “Okay. There are no problems on my side.” 

 

... 

“A female soldier? On our team? Impressive!” 

The young officer had never seen such a powerful female soldier. 

The position Ye Jian was guarding was the entrance. She didn’t hide in the house that would explode if 

one threw a bomb inside. Instead, she chose to hide under a pile of rocks. As long as you guard an exit 

that led to the forest, there would definitely be gains. 



She saw a few figures rushing over. Ye Jian pulled the officer’s sleeve. “The big fish is here. Brother Hong 

is here.” 

How could she let the big fish escape? 

Also, there was a bigger fish beside the big fish. This gave her more reasons to subdue them! 

Brother Hong was in a hurry. However, he could only walk slowly. The bullet in his leg had just been 

taken out. He finally managed to have a chance to breathe properly... but an attack came! 

This allowed Brother Hong to instantly understand why he was able to escape from the military police so 

easily. He had fallen into a trap! 

Chapter 1076: With Them, There’s Peace 

There were six people beside Brother Hong. The one in the middle was a tall and skinny man with a 

slightly hunched back. From their positions, one could tell that this man had a higher status than Brother 

Hong. 

The military police signaled to Ye Jian with his hands. It was a ‘kill’ sign. He set up his rifle and started 

aiming. 

Ye Jian replied to him with hand signs. ‘There’s someone more powerful than Brother Hong. After they 

come out, I will snipe them first and you will cut off their path of retreat from the back. This will prevent 

reinforcements from coming.’ 

“Okay. Be careful.” The police immediately picked up his rifle and bent his back as he went round to the 

back. They would close in on their enemies from the front and the back. They also had to prevent people 

from ambushing them. However, since there was a sniper, the officer went to the back without any 

hesitation. 

 

In combat, comrades needed to have chemistry with one another as well as complete trust. 

Ye Jian joined the mission at the last minute but her swift clearance of the machine gun house left a 

lasting impression in this young officer’s mind. Sometimes, trust could be built easily. One cooperation 

was enough to let someone trust you. 

The four men that were protecting Brother Hong and the skinny man seemed to be personal 

bodyguards. The guns that two of them were holding weren’t normal rifles. They were TMP submachine 

guns that had stronger firepower and could be fired with one hand. These guns had both the functions 

of a submachine gun and a pistol. 

If you pulled the trigger lightly, you would be able to fire a single shot. If you pulled the trigger all the 

way, you could automatically fire. From the length of the magazine, the magazine had 30 rounds. 

Although they had such powerful submachine guns, Ye Jian’s target was still the big fish she had her 

eyes on. 

1, 2, 3... Here he is! 



The rain was getting heavier. Ye Jian’s eye never left her scope. When her target appeared, she didn’t 

aim the center of her scope directly at her opponent’s vital point. Instead, she tilted her aim slightly. 

 

When her target turned his body, her aim was locked in. “Bang!” The man with a slightly hunched back 

fell backward directly. 

There was no hesitation at all. From the start to the end, everything happened suddenly. Brother Hong, 

who was walking beside the man, didn’t even know what happened. He turned his head instinctively to 

take a look. 

Fortunately, the bodyguard beside him reacted quickly and used his shoulder to push his employer to 

the side. Then, he pulled his trigger and started firing furiously to suppress their enemies. 

Broken rocks from the hidden rock piles splattered everywhere. The continuous sound of gunshots 

seemed exceptionally dense amidst the rain. 

“Retreat, retreat!” The personal bodyguards started shouting in Lao. Brother Hong was so startled he 

dragged his injured leg and allowed the other two bodyguards to cover him as they ran away from their 

arranged escape route. 

“Suppress them, suppress them!” At this moment, Brother Hong’s face was as pale as paper. He 

retreated in a flurry. “Where are the other people? Come out at once!” 

Brother Hong was a citizen of Laos. Due to his activities at the borders of Laos and China, his Chinese 

was fluent too. He looked more like a Chinese than the locals in Yunnan Province who couldn’t speak 

Mandarin. 

The entire drug-making village was filled with gunshots. The Lao police started rushing up from the back 

of the village. They shouted, “Hand over your guns and we will not kill you!” 

The Chinese police didn’t have the time to shout these things. Whichever side met firepower that was 

too strong, they would backup their comrades on that side. Backup, clearance, clearance, backup. Even 

if this mission was extremely dangerous, these brave and fearless border guards didn’t stop moving 

forward. 

Chapter 1077: Bloodstained Military Uniform 

“Damn it, the weapons they’re using are all advanced. This bunch of assholes, destroy them! No one 

should remain alive!” 

“300 meters to the right! Four targets! Move!” 

“Cover, cover. Someone is hit. Someone is hit!” 

“Found the drug-making facilities. Found the drug-making facilities. Prepare for demolition!” 

The various teams cooperated and the Chinese police quickly destroyed a drug-making facility. They 

didn’t care how much drugs were inside. Their mission this time was to destroy! 

 



A large explosion was heard. It was so strong the entire village started shaking. Flames flew up as the 

black smoke rose. Then, it got forced down by the rainwater again. The smell of gunpowder in the air 

got stronger and stronger. 

“Damn it!” The explosion alerted Brother Hong who was running away. He turned and looked back at 

the location where the black smoke was coming from. His features became distorted as he said, ” All my 

hard work is gone! Everything is gone!” 

This was not the only explosion. After the second explosion occurred, Brother Hong laid on the ground 

and dug his nails into the soil forcefully. His gaze was like a wild African beast, it was vicious and filled 

with killing intent. 

The two bodyguards didn’t give his hatred much time to appear. They quickly dragged him up and ran 

away. 

They were unable to keep the village anymore. It was better to protect their lives first! 

Blood splattered high into the air and merged with the rainwater. It flowed away along with the small 

streams on the ground. The gunshots never stopped, the forceful explosions didn’t stop either. The 

entire drug-making village was locked down. The gunshots and smoke here were completely isolated 

from the rest of the world. 

One of the officers got hit by a bullet. Two other officers covered him while another officer immediately 

dragged his injured comrade to a hiding point. The bravery and fearlessness etched in their young faces 

were apparent even though they colored their faces with camo cream! 

People might say that there were no wars during peaceful times and that soldiers were purely a waste of 

taxpayers’ money. However, within these unknown rainforests and barren deserts, bloodstained military 

attires could always be found! 

 

Ye Jian’s eyes were sharp. Every single gaze was filled with ruthlessness and coldness. The sniper rifle in 

her hand had ten rounds of bullets. There were only two rounds left. 

She killed two out of the four bodyguards and another was given to a criminal that was running away 

and wanted to ambush them. She needed to leave her last two bullets for Brother Hong! 

The officer who was cooperating with her kept looking for a chance to take down the last two 

bodyguards. 

The rain was extremely heavy. Water had flowed into her eyes as Ye Jian bent down and started walking 

as though there were springs on her legs. The first jump was fast and swift. Then, she started moving 

towards the direction Brother Hong ran away in at the fastest speed. 

She needed to finish her sniping of Brother Hong and then force the other two bodyguards back to the 

officer. 

The dense gunshots behind her turned the heavy rain into a mist. The Chinese and Lao police moved 

forward and cleared their path. Everywhere they went, their bullets would clear everything. At first, the 

Lao police still wanted to let people who gave up their guns go but after their enemies took down a few 



of their policemen, they immediately strengthened their firepower until it was on par with the Chinese 

police. They didn’t speak anymore and cleared their path directly. 

Ye Jian laid on the triangular roof of a house. Her black barrel was aimed below. She was searching. The 

second-last bullet entered Brother Hong’s chest without any error. 

“Bang, bang, bang...” Gunshots continued to come from a certain direction. Ye Jian was at the 11 o’clock 

direction of this gunfire. When her enemies turned their guns in her direction, she rolled on the uneven 

roof a few times, then bent her waist and knees and jumped down the three-meter-high roof skillfully. 

Chapter 1078: With Them, You Will Feel At Ease 

Having undergone strict training, Ye Jian knew how to use the energy on her bent knees to offset the 

gravity. She landed on the tips of her toes and then the soles of her feet touched the ground. She offset 

the gravity so her legs weren’t hurt when she jumped down. 

Brother Hong died from the gunshot. The two bodyguards beside him knew that their opponent’s sniper 

was eyeing them and they had no path of retreat. They were people living on the edge of death. 

Whether they were able to clear a bloody path of retreat depended on whether they were vicious 

enough to do it. 

Obviously, these two bodyguards were vicious enough to do this. If not, they wouldn’t have used their 

submachine guns to fight with the sniper directly. 

Ye Jian didn’t fire. She only had one bullet left in her sniper rifle. She would never use her last bullet 

until there was no other choice. This was sincere advice from a world-class sniper. 

 

The young officer that was cooperating with Ye Jian had been hiding in the dark and bringing up the 

rear. He surrounded the two bodyguards from the back and aimed at one of the bodyguard’s back. This 

was an extremely good opportunity. It would be a pity if he missed it and he would feel apologetic to the 

sniper too! 

“Bang!” Ye Jian finished hiding when she heard the single gunshot. The number of bullets fired at her 

was cut by half immediately. She knew that this meant the officer had killed one of the bodyguards. 

Ye Jian smiled. The border guards in Yunnan were well-known in their country. Most of these soldiers 

had actual combat experience in their military life. In front of the gunfire, they were calmer and more 

composed than normal soldiers. They specialized in catching the right moment to finish their mission. 

There were a limited number of bullets in the submachine gun. After shooting for so long, the rounds 

had all been fired. When the sound of an empty magazine was heard, the last bodyguard couldn’t 

suppress Ye Jian with his firepower anymore. He lifted his legs and ran off immediately. 

There wouldn’t be a second person running away from the village, especially this bodyguard who had 

been fighting with the border guards for a long time and had taken many lives.They wouldn’t let him go. 

The young officer held the trigger and chased after the bodyguard agilely. How could he lose the target 

he had been watching? He would only stop until he shot his target. 



The mission this time was an ‘immediate decapitation’ mission. It was a mission that had been planned 

by both China and Laos. It wasn’t against the rule to kill criminals who were holding weapons. Thus, the 

officer could kill the escaped criminal on the spot. 

 

In front of these criminals who once killed their comrades, the officers didn’t have any psychological 

pressure at all when he aimed his gun at him and fired instantly. 

“Commander Xu, two targets have been cleared successfully.” Leader Liu reported the most recent 

situation to the commander. At this moment, the Chinese police were clearing any hidden dangers in 

the village in the formation of a long snake. The large land area of gunshots shrunk slowly. The dense 

firepower slowly disappeared and the almost two hours of fierce combat finally started to end. 

At 4 pm, the entire village was under control. In this quiet village with no more gunshots, the Lao and 

Chinese police started clearing up the scene. They found a huge amount of drugs. They didn’t clean it 

and take it out of the village. Instead, they destroyed it with an incendiary. 

Ye Jian walked beside Leader Liu. She carried her sniper rifle and saluted him. Her gaze was firm as she 

smiled and asked, “Leader Liu, can I leave now?” 

Her mission was completed. She didn’t need to participate in the clearing up so she could actually leave 

directly. 

She asked Leader Liu out of respect. 

“You have sniped the two most important targets. Thank you, Ye Jian!” Leader Liu saluted back at the 

young female soldier. His tan and resolute face was serious as he said, “This time, your participation 

allowed us to shorten this mission by at least half an hour. The killing at the south high point decreased 

our injury rate too. Thank you, Ye Jian!” 

Chapter 1079: The Heroic Souls Will Not Disappear, Their Morale Will Last Forever! 

The injury and casualty rate was a sad topic. It was a number that would weigh down one’s heart. 

Ye Jian noticed that there were tears in his eyes. Her eyes started turning warm as she said in a soft 

voice, “It’s impossible to avoid having casualties. They wore military attires and sacrificed to protect the 

country. They are gone but their morale will last forever. We will always remember them in our hearts. 

Their souls will not disappear and their morale will live forever. They will survive in another manner.” 

Their souls will not disappear and their morale will live forever. They will use their fearless sacrifice to 

affect generations and generations of soldiers. Their legacy will pass down through the generations. 

They will last forever! 

“You’re right. They might have sacrificed but their spirits will always stay in our unit. Little Zhi said he 

wanted to lie beside his comrades from our team. He also said that he hoped he didn’t pull you down. 

After everything ends, I will bring him some liquor and tell him that you’re safe.” 

 



Tears fell down Ye Jian’s face when she heard this. The rain splashed on her face. Other people wouldn’t 

be able to tell if this was tears or rainwater. Only the person crying knew how much tears fell down her 

eyes at that time. 

Little Zhi was the scout that brought her to Leader Liu. When he raised his gun, a cold and firm 

expression of a young scout soldier appeared on his face. In this mission, he sacrificed when he was 

trying to cover two of his comrades at 3.34 pm today. 

Martyr Zhang Chengzhi, border guard scout. A party member. Joined the military in February 1994. 

Sacrificed on February 5th, 1999. Mission completed. First-class honors! 

He entered the military when he was 19 and sacrificed at 24. He gave his best years to the country he 

loved. He used his blood to write the battle song of a hero! 

Ye Jian walked to his side and half squatted as she lightly held the right hand of Martyr Zhang Chengzhi 

who had closed his eyes forever. She whispered, “I am Ye Jian. Don’t worry. I’m fine. I’m really fine.” 

“If there’s an afterlife, I will wait for you so that we can fight together again.” 

Rest in peace, hero! The heroic souls will not disappear. Their morale will last forever! 

 

This was the first time Ye Jian came face to face with sacrifices. At 11 am, he was still speaking to her 

shyly because she was a female soldier. Now, within a few hours, they were life and death apart. 

Till the end, his last regret was her. He was still worried about her safety. 

Ye Jian raised her sniper rifle and fired the last bullet into the air as a gift for her comrade. She was firing 

it for those heroes that had left the battlefield. She hoped that they would rest in peace! 

She took off her military cap and saluted until the stretchers with the heroes on them disappeared from 

her vision. Ye Jian put her hand down. 

“Take care! We have brothers patrolling the mountain so if you need any help, you can...” Leader Liu 

took out the map they always used when they were patrolling and drew a few contact points they used 

frequently in the mountain. “You can leave a sign in any of these places. Our comrades will be able to 

find you.” 

Ye Jian remembered the contact points. This time, she met drug dealers. She didn’t know who she 

would meet the next time. It was good for her to remember them. 

At 4.30 pm, Leader Liu and the police officers in his team sent Ye Jian off as she left the village and 

continued on her journey. 

When she turned, she could see a few tall figures standing straight in the rain, saluting her and sending 

her off. Ye Jian turned back and saluted back at them. When her gaze slid past their faces, she pursed 

her lips and never turned around again. She entered the never-ending rainforest. 



Sorrow was hidden in the depths of their eyes. Their eyes were bloodshot as though tears of blood 

would drop if they closed their eyes. Their silent endurance made her footsteps exceptionally heavy as 

she left... 

Chapter 1080: Heroes That Will Forever Be Remembered 

Ye Jian, who used her last sniper bullet to send the heroes off, started her survival training again with a 

heavy heart. 

All military police and all soldiers would never draw back in fear because their comrades had fallen. In 

the military unit, the most common sentence you could hear was, “If you’re a man, stand up right now!” 

In front of sacrifices, they would wipe their tears and continue moving forward. In front of bloodstained 

military uniforms, they would wash them clean and wear them again. The firm and unyielding spirit of a 

soldier had been ingrained into their souls. In their dictionary, ‘failure’, ‘cower’, and ‘timid’ never 

existed. No matter what danger was in front of them, they would continue walking forward fearlessly 

while wearing their military uniforms. 

The responsibilities and mission on their shoulders meant that even if it was a mountain of swords and a 

sea of flames in front of them, they would pass through it bravely! 

 

They are full of courage and uprightness. They are not afraid of death. They can face death calmly. These 

are the people who sacrificed while protecting their country. They are undeniably the heroes of the 

entire nation. They will forever be remembered! 

Ye Jian took a deep breath and climbed onto a cliff. She used her fastest speed to get back on her 

training path. She didn’t look back and she wasn’t frightened. She chose the military path fearlessly! 

The monsoon season for Laos started in May and ended in October. From November to April, it was the 

dry season. For the first few days of her training, Ye Jian met heavy rain. After that, the weather got 

better. This allowed Ye Jian to be able to hasten the progress of her training. 

In this endless rainforest that had witnessed many battles between the good and the evil, white 

skeletons could still be found under rotten trees. These weren’t just the bones of criminals. They could 

be the bones of the border guards too. 

Uncle Chen said that many soldiers sacrificed while they were chasing the criminals. After they died, 

their bodies couldn’t even be found. Once a soldier has been missing for around three months, they 

would be reported as sacrificed. 

The experience this time allowed Ye Jian to understand. 

The rainforest didn’t just have one or two white skeletons. There were multiple skeletons here and they 

weren’t just the skeletons of criminals. They could also be skeletons of the border guards. 

 

What was war? This was war! It was right beside you, half a step away. 



Leader Liu, who was clearing up the battlefield, saw the skinny figure entering the forest. She was so 

small but she was braver than a male soldier. He raised his hand and said to his men in a hoarse voice, 

“Bring Little Zhi back. Remember to clean his face and sew his wounds. His body must be cleaned too. 

Help him to wear a suit. We... we... we will let him leave cleanly.” 

“Everyone will cut a few strands of hair to place beside Little Zhi. Then, we will write a letter to tell Little 

Zhi that we will continue to be brothers in our next life and we will still fight alongside each other.” 

“Yes!” A few sad voices sounded. Their voices were low and heavy. There was indescribable sorrow in 

them. 

The rain stopped as evening drew near. In the village, thousands of kilograms of drugs that harmed the 

citizens of their country were destroyed. Because of them, the military police from China were 

sacrificed. Seven police officers from Laos were sacrificed too. When they raised these sacrificed soldiers 

to leave, gunshots sounded in the forest once again. 

This was the gunshot to send these martyrs back home. 

Birds flew past the dark sky. They left a series of lighthearted chirps. Ye Jian stood on the high ground 

and listened to the gunshots from the valley. She wiped the tears off the edge of her eyes and continued 

moving towards her target. 

Five days, six days, seven days... She started her journey after her final exam ended. Ye Jian spent Lunar 

New Year’s eve in the forest. 

After passing the last day of 1998 according to the Chinese calendar, Ye Jian welcomed the new Spring 

that belonged to her. 

 


